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P H Supercam’s route to the Levy
series is not exactly a conventional one

P H Supercam is the Maine Man

By Bill Finley
   The P H Supercam you know is the terror of Yonkers. He
won the rich Levy series last year and looks well on his
way to another title. He's raced in three legs entering
tonight's card at Yonkers and has won all three. Should he
win tonight and then draw anything other than a terrible
post next week in the final he'll be very hard to beat.
   The P H Supercam you don't know is a horse that, for

years, kicked
around places
like Scarborough
Downs, the
Oxford Fair,
Rideau Carleton
and Truro
Raceway and
looked as
ordinary as they
come. He might
not be the best
horse in the game
today, but his rise

from obscurity to the top of the free-for-all division makes
him one of the more remarkable stories harness racing has
produced in some time.
   An Ontario home-bred son of Million Dollar Cam, he was
bred by Nova Scotia doctor R. James Shive and won his
first pari-mutuel start, a $3,400, non-winners of one at
Monticello for trainer Arthur Green. But that was hardly a
harbinger of things to come. Through 2012, he had had 89
lifetime starts, 17 wins and earnings of $91,032.
   Most of his starts had come in Maine, primarily at
Scarborough Downs. But he also hit the Maine Fair circuit,
racing at Fryeburg, Cumberland, Farmington and Oxford.
Trainer Steven Vafiades had him while he was kicking
around Maine and not exactly tearing that circuit apart.
   "I always knew he was a good horses but I never
imagined he'd be doing what he's doing now," Vafiades
said.  "He was always a real nice horse for me.  The last
year I had him (2013) I trained him down and he trained
down the best of any horse I had. But I couldn't get him
raced in Maine so we sent him to Shawn Gray in Saratoga.
We had two open horses, so I couldn't race him here."
   Gray sent the gelding to Yonkers for the Jackpot Next
Door Claiming series and something clicked. In his first
start in the series he won the $20,000 race and paid $97.
   But Gray would eventually lose him via the claim to Rene
Allard. Meanwhile, Jeff Bamond Jr., who was, at the time,
managing his father's stable, claimed him off Allard for
$30,000.
   "I did know that, that he had been racing in Maine and

other places," said Bamond Jr., who has since taken over
the training duties for his father. "As far at that series goes,
we were pretty short sighted at the time. He was sharp at
the end of that series and I thought he would be a good
claim for 30. It didn't matter what he had done two, three
years ago. He was real good that week we claimed him and
we moved him to 40 and he kept going from there."
   In 2013, P H Supercam had by far his best year up to that
point, winning 11 of 28 races and making $195,549.  But he
was just getting started.
   As the 2014 Levy rolled around the big names were
Foiled Again, Bettor's Edge, Apprentice Hanover and
Dancin Yankee. In his first start in the series P H Supercam
went off at 11-1 and finished third behind Easy Again. He
didn't win a race until the final leg prior to the final. A week
later, he came back to beat Apprentice Hanover by a neck
in the $537,000 final.
   "What happened with this horse? That's a tough one to
answer," Bamond Jr. said. "He came into his own a little bit
but he was 6 years old at the time. That sort of thing
usually happens with a horse when they are three or four. I
can't tell why the switch flipped in his head or what 
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Marvin Katz

happened. It was like he found some confidence and
luckily for us he's kept it ever since."
   "I think confidence can make big difference if they have
the ability to begin with and he always had a high turn of
speed," Vafiades said.  "He always finished well for me. I 
always thought he had potential; it just took him a long time
to put it together."
   P H Supercam had won three legs of the Levy this year
before passing on the fourth round.  He drew post five for
tonight's leg and is the 9-5 morning line favorite. Jason
Bartlett is his regular driver.
   Bamond Jr. Is confident about the final but knows post
position can mean everything.
   "I feel good about the horse, the way he is coming in, but
I'll get a much better feel next Tuesday when they draw the
race," he said. "If you draw outside, you can't just be the
best horse you have to be a lot the best horse."
   PH Supercam leads the Levy standings with 225 points.
He's followed by Beach Memories (200), Michael's Power
(200) and Take It back Terry (200). There will be three
divisions tonight.
   After last year's Levy the Bamond team wasn't exactly
ambitious with P H Supercam, who was staked to very few
races. Bamond said it's unlikely he'll try anything bigger
than a half-mile track, but said he will look at races like the,
Bobby Quillen, the Battle of Lake Erie and the Joe Gerrity
at Saratoga.
   But at this point everything is a plus. When you've lost at
the Fryeburg Fair these things aren't supposed to happen. 

With Marvin Katz (First in a two-part series)
By Perry Lefko
   As one of the pre-eminent owner/breeders in

standardbred racing, Marvin Katz
has a stake in the sport, one in
which he has been involved in for
more than 40 years. Katz is
looking forward to the Grand
Circuit season with ownership
interests in champions Artspeak
(last year's top two-year-old colt
pacer) and Father Patrick (last
year's three-year-old colt trotter)
and highly-regarded three-year-old
colt trotter French Laundry, which
he and partner Al Libfeld bred. But
Katz's enthusiasm is also guarded
because of concerns he feels need

to be addressed in the sport. In this first of a two-part
exclusive interview with Harness Racing Update, Katz, the
Toronto real estate developer talks about the need for
harness racing to be featured on a major TV network,

creating a greater education about harness racing to
people in the industry, improving the customer/betting
experience, and expanding Yonkers Raceway from a
half-mile track into something bigger.
   HRU: Does harness racing need a young star to attract
new customers, in particular a younger audience?
   MK: It would be helpful if some of these up-and-coming
drivers and trainers break through and become major stars,
however, I don't think that's where the root of the problems
begins. I think our problems are much more structural than
just identifying young personalities that could transcend the
sport. More specifically, harness racing is not on network
TV. We can't develop our youthful stars because no one is
watching. No one on a national level is exposed to them
and our product. Despite all the problems in the sport - and
I recognize them and acknowledge them - I don't believe
the sport is terminally ill as some people may want to make
it out to be. I think there's a future here. I think the future
will evolve and may be different than what we've
experienced in the past. We have to make changes in our
sport just like every other sport has had to make through
the years. If you are not on national TV on a weekly basis -
not just on local racetrack presentations or the occasional
coverage of major events such as the Hambletonian, Little
Brown Jug, the Meadowlands Pace and the North America
Cup - you simply don't exist in today's world. And then you
cannot develop your young stars and you cannot reach out
and make a connection to a new generation of owners and 
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participants in the sport. And this leads to a lack of people
interested in buying yearlings, attending and betting at race
tracks, and so on and so on. In my opinion, the whole
system is broken at the source.
HRU: So what is the solution?
MK: I think we need to create an industry fund for the sole
purpose of expanding TV coverage of harness racing.  To
facilitate this, we could take merely .05 percent out of every
purse in North America every year at every race track. I
believe the purse distribution in North America has to be
close to $1 billion or more. That should provide us with a
minimum of $5 million in funding for the sole purpose of
expanded TV coverage of our sport. It can't be haphazard.
It should be a mandate that every racetrack will deduct
from every purse - and that means every claiming race,
condition race and every stakes race - and it will only be
used for the purpose of creating broadcasting for harness
racing and funding it. I think the industry should, and will,
support this concept. 
HRU: So you're suggesting taking 0.5% of every
horsemen's earnings for the overall good of the sport?
MK: Yes.
HRU: So how would it work?
MK: If we have to buy TV time, we'll buy it. If we can
generate more corporate sponsorship as we go along to
defer some of that the costs, we'll use it to further expand
coverage and hopefully, bring in professional media
companies to provide proper direction. We have to stop
thinking about our sport only on a regional sense - Ohio,
Ontario, New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey - and start
thinking of it the way the NBA thinks and treats their sport,
or Major League Baseball or the NHL or the NFL. The truth
is, this is a multi-billion dollar sport, but it is not being run
like one. We have to look at the macro picture and say, 'the
sport is generating purses of $1 billion or more per annum,
we need to be on TV.' How many new owners and
participants did the harness racing TV shows out of
Yonkers in the '70s and '80s with the late Stan Bergstein
bring into the sport of harness racing? I've met many
people who remember the days when they would watch
that on Saturday night. With the exception of the
Meadowlands Racetrack Summary Show, which I believe
is a first class presentation, we simply don't have a
professional broadcast program on a North American
basis.  
HRU: The thoroughbred industry has it with the U.S. Triple
Crown on network TV and for some of its races on cable
networks. Why do you think that is?
MK: If you go back to the origins of the Breeders' Cup,
founder John Gaines and a group of major breeders and
owners created the original financial pools to start the
program. In addition, through the years, they have secured
major corporate funding to assist in Breeders' Cup
presentations. However, to get it off the ground, it was
started by the thoroughbred industry itself. They looked at
the big picture and thought they needed to create a major
event at the end of the season to bring together not only
the North American champions but also the European and

international horses. In doing that, they expanded the
media coverage and dramatically increased exposure for
the owners, trainers, jockeys as well as for the whole
industry itself. We also have the Breeders Crown, which is
a similar event, and several of our tracks do a really good
job with presenting it, but we have to do better. We have to
do whatever it takes to get the Breeders Crown back on TV
as it once was. We have to make at least a five-year
commitment to backstop this program. 
HRU: So how to you get people to understand the big races
like the North America Cup or the Jug in the same way the
thoroughbred industry does with the Kentucky Derby?
MK: The Kentucky Derby has for over a hundred years
been promoting its brand. You mention the words Kentucky
Derby, and you're talking about something as familiar as
the Masters Golf Tournament (which I've just had the
pleasure of attending.) We need to do the same job. And
we have to understand that this change is not going to
happen in a week or even a year. It's going to take five or
ten years of a significant and sustained commitment to
promote the North America Cup in the same way and
expose North American residents to connect to our sport so
they begin to follow it and increasingly bet on it.
HRU: I think a lot of people know which are the three races
in thoroughbred racing's U.S. Triple Crown, but how many
people know which are the races in the U.S. Pacing Triple
Crown?

(continued on next page)
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MK: You would be shocked at how few people in our
industry know what the three races are. I would bet it would
be less than 50%.
HRU: But that's not about getting the product on TV. It's
about understanding the primary focal points.
MK: You're circling back to my initial contention. The
organizational bodies that oversee the industry and the
racetracks historically haven't done a good enough job. We
have to insure the course correction is now made. 
HRU: How much of that is it that every jurisdiction is
fighting for its own turf, no pun intended, instead of working
together? 
MK: The industry owns the horses - the owners, the
trainers, the drivers. We provide the product to the
racetracks. If we don't show up, they can card as many
races as they want. There's no product to sell. We allow
the racetracks to dictate virtually everything that goes on.
We do not have nearly enough impact in how our product
is being presented or marketed.  We have to develop a
co-operative between the racetracks, the owners, the
trainers and the drivers all participating and having input to
a far greater extent than presently exists. It would be as if I
own the New York Giants and the State of New Jersey
owns the Meadowlands Stadium, who dictates what's going
to happen, the NFL or the State of New Jersey? It's the
same point. We own the product. We're giving it to the
racetracks because they provide purses for us to race. I
think we need increased cooperation among the major
participants in our industry so that all can benefit.  
HRU: But what about the bettors? The horse racing
industry needs bettors, but they are never shown as being
a big part of the equation. Should the sport showcase the
big bettors and make stars out of them just like what
happened with poker?
MK: The big bettors who have been betting on
standardbred racing for years have different wants and
needs and different sensitivities. If you go to Las Vegas,
privacy and confidentiality is an important thing. I'm not
sure we have to makes stars out of our big bettors, but we
certainly have to make it easier and more enjoyable for the
people that come to the racetrack. I think we really have to
begin to treat them the way Las Vegas casinos or betting
venues treat their customers today. Also, it would appear to
me - and I'm not a bettor, so I don't know as much about it
as other people - that the big payoffs, the big pots, are
what the young people seem to want. The racetracks have
to continue to expand those opportunities.
HRU: You have some interesting thoughts about Yonkers
Raceway. What are they?
MK: Yonkers still races on a half-mile track and many
owners of the top horses in modern racing will not race
there. Half-mile racing that was successful 50 years ago is
now antiquated and obsolete. The owners of Yonkers
Raceway should be required by the industry to change that
track to at least a five-eighths or preferably a mile track.
Any excuse or reason given should not be acceptable to
the industry because that's how important Yonkers
Raceway could become. You want a game changer?
That's a game changer for this business. Immediately. I've

heard from some people that the concern is that they might
lose some parking by expanding the racetrack. I know a
little bit about development and construction having done it
for 40 years. I am certain that you can expand the
racetrack into the existing parking lot, build parking garages
and not lose one parking space. If the horsemen, breeders
and racing industry have to foot the bill to change that
track, then we need to do it and capitalize the costs over a
sufficient period of time. That's how dramatic the change
for our industry would be. It cannot be forgotten that
Yonkers was granted a license to operate a casino based
on the marriage of racing and the casino. Both need to be
showcased and protected.
HRU: Why just that track?
MK: Because it's in New York City, it has a history of
racing. It's also a track that has good purses, and they
would go up because there would be increased handles
and better racing.
HRU: You've been quoted as saying owners and breeders
of good horses will not race on half-mile tracks. Do you
think half-mile tracks have no value anymore?
MK: I wouldn't say they have no value, I would once again
say it's obsolete racing. From a breeders' standpoint you
really don't want two year olds racing on a half-mile track.
The races are too contingent on the draws, and this style of
racing is not what the bettors and the marketplace want
today. If you polled the bettors that frequent Yonkers, I'm
certain many would love to see a change to a bigger track.
(Coming tomorrow: More thoughts from Marvin Katz)
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Father Patrick's Little Bro Sharp in

Meadowlands Victory

    Whom Shall I Fear, the full-brother to Father Patrick and
$475,000 yearling, showed little last year, but it looks like
he might just be developing into a star.
   The colt by Cantab Hall was winless in five starts last
year, but showed renewed life when winning a qualifier a
week ago in 1:59.1. He started last night at the
Meadowlands in the Spring Preview Series, which is for 3
year olds who had either not won a race or earned a limited
amount of money.
    Released from the gate as the 1/5 prohibitive favorite,
Yannick Gingras guided Whom Shall I Fear towards the
rear of the field while following what would turn out to be a
live outer flow.  Danish Durango would establish the early
lead through a 28.2 opening quarter, but quickly felt a
challenge from Clifton Beach who he released going past
the three-eighths marker.  But, Whom Shall I Fear was
tracking that trotter every step of the early stages and
Gingras guided his three year old to the lead past the
half-mile in 57.3.  From there, the race was over as Whom
Shall I Fear created separation on Clifton Beach and all the
rest, gliding past three quarters in 1:26.2.  The lead would
expand from that point with the final margin listed as 10
lengths in the end.  The final time was an impressive
1:53.3, including a 27.1 final quarter under no pressure. 
Starzinner was a distant second with Madman Hall third.
   Whom Shall I Fear is trained by Jimmy Takter for Whom
Shall I Fear Stable.  He is eligible to both The
Hambletonian and The Stanley Dancer Memorial at The
Meadowlands.
   "Early on last year I thought he might be my best
2-year-old," Takter said. "But he was just too big and
growthy and couldn't get it together. He is much bigger
than Father Patrick.  I know Yannick was very happy with
the way he raced tonight. I know he has to improve some
more, but there is a lot of room for improvement with this
colt. We have him staked for everything and I wouldn't be
the least bit surprised to see him develop into a
Hambletonian horse."

Oakes Suspended 60 Days

   Prominent trainer Chris Oakes has bene hit with a 60-day
suspension and a $2,500 fine by the Pennsylvania Harness
Commission after a horse of his, Ahead Of The Curve,
tested positive for the drug tripelennamine following a Nov.
15, 2014 at Pocono Downs. Tripelennamine is an
antihistamine. 
   The suspension begins April 27.  The Commission noted
that the penalty was more severe than normal because
Oakes has had more than one positive over the last 365
days. The ruling also stated that: “He also cannot transfer
any horses he owns or traines unless he recieves approval
from the judges at Pocono Downs or any other track he
may race at in Pennsylvania.”     

Chapter Seven Updated Breeding Policy

Friday, April 17, 2015 - from Blue Chip Farms 
   WALKILL, NY - Blue Chip Farms is pleased to report
that, effective Monday April 20, same day semen pick up
and trailer breeds will be allowed for 2012 Horse of the
Year, Chapter Seven.   Excellent fertility rates have been
received on Chapter Seven in the past two seasons with on
farm management of his mares. A qualitative analysis of
his semen since the beginning of the 2015, combined with
his current in foal rates, have made Blue Chip’s
veterinarian, Dr. Herbert Burns, confident in the decision to
modify the horse’s breeding policy. Dr. Burns commented,
"The quantity, quality, and longevity of Chapter Seven's
semen has steadily improved and I am very confident he
will continue to stamp his mares with this new protocol."
    Chapter Seven earned just shy of $2 million during his
racing career and still holds the world record for 4-year-olds
on a mile track. His first crop is New York eligible and will
be presented at auction this fall. For booking information
contact Jean Brown at 845-705-7175.

Mac Nichol Thoroughbred on the Fence for the

Kentucky Derby

   Madefromlucky, the 3-year-old colt co-owned by
prominent harness owner Mac Nichol, has enough points to
make it into the starting gate for the Kentucky Derby, but
Nichol said no decision has bene reached yet as to whether
the horse will go in America’s most famous thoroughbred
race. If he is entered, Madefromlucky figures to be one of
the longest shots on the board.
   “We’re not sure yet and we’re going to play it by ear,” he
said. “He’s over at Keeneland now and we’ll take him to
Churchill next week. We’ll see how he trains over the track.
It’s well known that a lot of horses don;t like that particular
surface.”
   Madefromlucky is trained by Todd Pletcher who will have
two of the top choices in the races in Carpe Diem and
Materiality. 
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Camille - Blue Chip Matchmaker (photo by Mike Lizzi)

Fifth/final Matchmaker Prelim to Camille

By Frank Drucker
Publicity Director, Empire City @ Yonkers Raceway
   YONKERS, NY (Friday, April 17, 2015) - Yonkers
Raceway Friday night hosted the fifth and final preliminary
round of the Blue Chip Matchmaker of Open Pacing Mares.
   One lonesome, $40,000 division attracted six lasses, with
odds-on Camille (George Brennan, $3) barely holding sway
over Krispy Apple (Tim Tetrick) in 1:53.
   The former, starting inside her five foes, saw both Palm
Patrol (Mark MacDonald) and Krispy Apple in play early,
with Krispy Apple looping Palm Patrol to make the first
lead.   

   It was Camille then finding front before a 28-second
opening quarter-mile, then a :56.4 intermission. For the
Ladies N (Brian Sears) tried it from third, engaging the
leader in and out of a 1:25 three-quarters.
   However, Camille rejected those advances, taking a
three-quarter length lead into the lane. She then
encountered a passing-lance Krispy Apple, with the second
choice missing a scant schnozz. Strings (Eric Carlson)
wound up third as the 67-1 rank outsider.  
   For Camille, a 7-year-old daughter of Camluck co-owned
(as Burke Racing) by (trainer) Ron Burke, Weaver
Bruscemi, M1 Stable and Jack Piatt III, is was her third win
in eight seasonal starts (2-for-4 in series). The exacta paid
$4, with the triple returning $23.80
   It should be noted that the first three leading ladies
through four Matchmaker rounds—Carolisideal, Venus
Delight and Yagonnakissmeornot—all took this week off,
their invites to the final solidified.
   They are to be joined next week by Camille, Monkey on
My Wheel, Fancy Desire, Krispy Apple and Strings.  
   The finals of both the Blue Chip Matchmaker (purse
$261,000) and George Morton Levy Memorial Pacing
Series (purse $529,000) go Saturday night, Apr. 25.
   The Raceway’s live season continues Saturday night
(post time 7:10 PM), with the fifth and final prelim round
(three, $50,000 divisions) of the George Morton Levy
Memorial Pacing Series. After that, it’s Monday (7:10 PM),
a French-centric Tuesday (1 PM, third round of YR/SOA of
NY Bonus Trotting Series), then Thursday through
Saturday (all at 7:10 PM). Note Sunday matinees are done
until November. Evening simulcasting accompanies all
night programs, with afternoon simulcasting available daily. 
   

Race 7, N/W $10,000 L5 Pace
DAPPER DUDE picks up Campbell tonight and he’s driven
this horse in top level races before.  The Kelvin Harrison
trainee put up a rather game speed try last week when he
took on pressure through a :53 and change half mile and
held well enough; classy foe will be blasting again in his
second start over the track.  Andrew McCarthy had a tough
choice and ended opting to DYNAMIC YOUTH over my top
choice.  The 6-year-old has lost a step over the past couple
seasons and probably should have won that race last out;
an obvious short priced contender at the reduced level. 
SIR CARY’S Z TAM had an extra week off and now drops
after chasing Windsong Gorgeous for the last month; he
was a 1:50:2 winner here earlier in the winter.  MISTER
VIRGIN made a first over move into that fast fraction last
week against much tougher company; lands the rail again
and his win two back was impressive.  CAPOZZO drops
but is just 1 for 11 on the year and may have been sharper
earlier on.

Race 8, N/W $6,000 L5 Pace
This field looks rather suspect and last week we saw the
patented late move by stone closing RELENTLESS
DREAMER that’s worked for him numerous times here in
the past.  He outkicked the horse that won that race by
over two full seconds in the final quarter and overall seems
sharper than most of these.  Dave Miller opted to SWEET
BEACH somewhat unsurprisingly but I don’t think is a
cinch.  Trainer Cancelliere is 0 for 31 and the horse is 0 for
7; could win but difficult to be enthused.  LEGENDS LUCK
was Brett Miller’s choice over two others and he was even
last week as a non-threatening 5th at 80/1; he’s another
that fits almost by default.  NATHAN FEELSGOOD would
normally be a threat at this level but his return race from
last week suggests he’s not fully ready just yet.  Age is
catching up with JOHNNY Z; that try two back wasn’t bad. 

Race 9, Claiming $10,000 Pace
CAJON HOT SHOT was a 5/1 in this print last week and
there’s no reason not to come right back with him in this
mini-series final.  He took heat throughout much of the mile
after clearing to the lead past a :26:3 opening quarter and
held steady through the wire; the deserving favorite. 
ROCKAHOLIC is going to be a wise-guy play as Zeron’s
pick over almost half the field.  This one is a fresh Russo
claim and he’s batting .500 on the meet in limited starts;
almost all of his horses have been firing.  FOX VALLEY
TYRESE lands a more reasonable post position and he can
certainly rally for a share; he’s had his fair share of chances
to break through with a win.  GRATIAS DEO jogged last
week but was claimed away from Russo; TRIPLE MAJOR
is another that was claimed last week.
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Race 10, Spring Preview N/W 1 or $15K Life Pace
STORM POINT makes her 3-year-old debut for Burke
tonight and it’s hard not to think there’s some talent here. 
This one just missed in 1:50:4 last fall at Lexington and
then closed out the year by unfortunately running into JK
She’salady in the Three Diamonds at Woodbine; that return
qualifier was against a top freshman filly last year. 
GWENEEEE J was cautiously handled in her seasonal
debut last out but still closed quickly despite a first over
march; she was flattered when the winner of that race
came back to win again next out.  OLYMPIC MEDAL won
in her first start off the bench last out at Dover so trainer
Rice gives her a shot up here; will need to navigate from
the second tier.  SKEEBALL prepped last out at Philly and
now makes her second start back.

The Plays:
$3 ticket ($0.50 base):  1-2-9 / 1-6 / 7 / 10
$24 ticket ($0.50 base):  1-2-8-9 / 1-6 / 1-7-8 / 9-10

7, Phl, $22,000, P, Fillies & Mares NW $22,200 in Last 5
Starts AE: NW 9 Ext. PM Races or $90,000 Lifetime, 27.2,
55.2, 1:23.0, 1:51.2, FT
1-Fashion Showdown (m, 5, Village Jolt--Catch The
Show, by Real Artist) O-Chris A White. B-Arlene L &
Jules J Siegel. T-Craig Mc Innis. D-Corey Callahan,
$11,000, Lifetime Record: 26-10-4-2, $87,675
To watch the race replay click here

2, M, $15,000, T, SPRING PREVIEW - 3 Year Old Colts &
Geldings N/W 1 Extended PM Race or $15,000 Lifetime
W/O $30,000 Lifetime Ineligible Up to & Including 4/9/2015,
28.2, 57.3, 1:26.2, 1:53.3, FT
1-Whom Shall I Fear (c, 3, Cantab Hall--Gala Dream, by
Enjoy Lavec), $475,000 2013 LEX-SEL O-Whom Shall I
Fear Stable. B-Brittany Farms. T-Jimmy Takter. D-Yannick
Gingras, $7,500, Lifetime Record: 6-1-2-1, $30,454
To watch the race replay click here

4, M, $15,000, T, SPRING PREVIEW - 3 Year Old Fillies
N/W 1 Extended PM Races or $15,000 Lifetime W/O
$30,000 Lifetime Ineligible Up to & Including 4/9/2015,
27.3, 56.3, 1:25.2, 1:53.3, FT
1-Jewels In Hock (f, 3, Credit Winner--Jewels Galore,
by Donerail), $14,000 2013 LEX-SEL O-Kj Stables LLC.
B-Steve Jones. T-Linda Toscano. D-John Campbell,
$7,500, Lifetime Record: 5-3-0-0, $20,500
To watch the race replay click here

6, M, $30,000, T, Open Handicap, 26.2, 55.4, 1:24.3,
1:52.0, FT

1-Wind Of The North (g, 5, Cantab Hall--Talk To The
Wind, by Pine Chip), $5,000 2011 SHS-HBG O-Daryl
Scott Bier & Joann Dombeck. B-Quantum Farms Corp.
T-Daryl Bier. D-David Miller, $15,000, Lifetime Record:
58-16-11-6, $264,731
2-Appomattox (h, 6, Yankee Glide--Courtney Hall, by
Garland Lobell), $110,000 2010 LEX-SEL O-Reima Kuisla
Stable, FI. B-Erkki Laakkonen, FI. T-Ron Burke. D-Yannick
Gingras, $7,500
3-Master Of Law (g, 5, Deweycheatumnhowe--Possess
The Magic, by Self Possessed), $70,000 2011 LEX-SEL
O-Lindy Racing Stable & Brittany Farms & Adam Victor &
Son Stble LLC & Christina Takter. B-Brittany Farms.
T-Jimmy Takter. D-Brett Miller, $3,600
Calls: 2H, 2T, 2H, 1T, NK - Finish Order: Il Mago, Lindy's
Tru Grit, Opening Night, Handover Belle, Tirade Hanover
To watch the race replay click here

7, M, $20,000, P, Fillies & Mares N/W $15,750 in Last 5
Starts AE: N/W $140,000 in 2014/15 Drawn Outside, 26.4,
54.4, 1:22.4, 1:50.3, FT
1-Angels Delight (m, 5, Rocknroll Hanover -
Belovedangel, by Artsplace) O-Let It Ride Stables Inc &
Mentally Stable Inc. B-Lothlorien, CA. T-Ross Croghan.
D-John Campbell, $10,000, Lifetime Record: 49-16-6-5, $174,746
To watch the race replay click here

11, M, $20,000, T, N/W $16,000 in Last 5 Starts AE: N/W
$115,000 in 2014/15 Who Have Not Started in 2015 AE: 4
Year Olds, 27.1, 56.0, 1:23.4, 1:52.1, FT
1-Tag Up And Go (g, 5, Angus Hall--Tagapine, by
Tagliabue), $5,000 2011 CAN-YS O-J L Sadowsky LLC.
B-Tri Star Farms LTD, CA. T-Robert Bresnahan Jr. D-Corey
Callahan, $10,000, Lifetime Record: 67-13-10-10, $218,965
To watch the race replay click here

3, Moh, $30,000, P, FILLIES & MARES PREFERRED.
26.4, 55, 1:22.3, 1:51.2
1-Waasmula (br,m,7 - Million Dollar Cam - Waasmowin -
Apaches Fame) O/B-Brent C Vincent T-Bruce Goit D-
Sylvain Filion $15,000 Lifetime Record: 91-19-13-19
$618,160
To watch the race replay click here

2, YR, $21,500, T, NON-WINNERS OF $18,000 IN LAST 6
STARTS, 28.1, 57.0, 1:24.2, 1:55.0, FT
1-Justa Rebel (g, 9, Valley Victor--Just Having Fun, by
Royal Prestige), $8,500 2007 T-EXCHG O-Stephen J Reid
& Deborah J Hoadley. B-Bart H Cavanagh Sr & Elva
Schrock. T-Stephen Reid. D-Daniel Dube, $10,750,
Lifetime Record: 166-26-33-28, $433,403
To watch the race replay click here
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6, YR, $40,000, P, BLUECHIP MATCHMAKER SERIES
MARE FREE FOR ALL 5TH LEG, 28.0, 56.4, 1:25.0,
1:53.0, FT
1-Camille (m, 7, Camluck--Art Of Design, by Artsplace)
O-Burke Racing Stable LLC & Weaver Bruscemi LLC & M1
Stable LLC & Jack B Piatt III. B-Larry J Pollard, CA. T-Ron
Burke. D-George Brennan, $20,000, Lifetime Record:
115-37-13-17, $1,276,532
2-Krispy Apple (m, 7, Western Ideal--Apple Krisp, by Life
Sign) O-Bamond Racing LLC & Joseph Davino. B-Perfect
World Enterprises. T-Jeffrey Bamond Jr.. D-Tim Tetrick,
$10,000
3-Strings (m, 5, Hi Ho Silverheel's--Sharps N Flats, by No
Nukes) O-Little Bapa, LLC. B-Wayne E & Rodney W
Knittel. T-Jennifer Sabot. D-Eric Carlson, $4,800
Calls: 1Q, 2, 1H, T, NS - Finish Order: For The Ladies N,
Fancy Desire, Palm Patrol
To watch the race replay click here

7, YR, $31,000, P, F&M PREFERRED HANDICAP POST
POSITIONS 1-6 ASSIGNED, 27.1, 56.4, 1:24.4, 1:53.4, FT
1-Anndrovette (m, 8, Riverboat King--Easy Miss, by Big
Towner) O-Bamond Racing LLC & Joseph Davino.
B-Golden Touch Stable. T-Jeffrey Bamond Jr.. D-Tim
Tetrick, $15,500, Lifetime Record: 114-42-18-22,
$3,131,540
2-Jonsie Jones (m, 8, Tulane--Happensallthetime, by
Dangarvon), $2,800 2008 GRLAKES O-Lrl Racing LLC.
B-Craig R Hurley. T-Amber Buter. D-Tyler Buter, $7,750
3-Dune In Red (m, 5, Duneside Perch--She Has The Look,
by Jate Lobell), $7,700 2011 ILL-CL O-Hero Stables.
B-Fair Meadow Farm. T-Chris Marino. D-Mark Macdonald,
$3,720
Calls: 9Q, 7Q, 4Q, 4, NS - Finish Order: Rd Iou,
Fanticipation, Medusa
To watch the race replay click here

8, YR, $25,000, P, F&M NON-WINNERS OF $25,000 IN
LAST 6 STARTS, 28.3, 58.4, 1:27.2, 1:54.4, FT
1-Virgin Mary (m, 7, Village Jolt--Sistermarymargaret,
by Dragon's Lair), $4,000 2009 LEX-SEL O-Howard A
Taylor. B-Howard A Taylor. T-Tom Shay. D-Matt Kakaley,
$12,500, Lifetime Record: 139-22-21-20, $543,727
2-Handsoffmycookie (m, 6, Art Major--Observe Me, by
Cambest), $25,000 2010 SHS-HBG O-Jfe Enterprise LLC.
B-Winbak Farm. T-Scott Di Domenico. D-Tim Tetrick,
$6,250
3-Sir Jillian Z Tam (m, 7, Bettor's Delight--In For Life, by
Life Sign), $40,000 2009 LEX-SEL O-Patrick D Lachance &
Z Tam Stables LLC & Ira Rosenblum. B-White Birch Farm.
T-Pat Lachance. D-Pat Lachance, $3,000
Calls: 3H, 3Q, H, 1H, HD - Finish Order: Abs To Envy,
Cruisinwithmybaby, Know It All, Robin Cruiser, Little
Santamonica
To watch the race replay click here

9, YR, $21,500, P, F&M NON-WINNERS OF $18,000 IN
LAST 6 STARTS, 27.2, 56.3, 1:24.3, 1:53.3, FT
1-Magic Starlight (m, 6, Real Desire--Starlight Justice,
by Real Artist), $8,000 2010 SHS-HBG O-Burke Racing
Stable LLC & Weaver Bruscemi LLC & Phillip Collura.
B-Sara M & Gerald T Siebert & Allen J Tomlinson. T-Ron
Burke. D-George Brennan, $10,750, Lifetime Record:
95-22-16-14, $339,813
To watch the race replay click here

12, YR, $21,500, P, NON-WINNERS OF $18,000 IN LAST
6 STARTS, 28.1, 58.0, 1:25.2, 1:53.4, FT
1-Exit Cam (g, 5, Cambest--Fast Exit, by Towner's Big
Guy) O-Mary E Stonack & Charles F Krippendorf & Joseph
C Viggiano. B-John M Stonack & Charles F Krippendorf.
T-Julie Miller. D-Jordan Stratton, $10,750, Lifetime Record:
57-8-11-9, $162,985
To watch the race replay click here
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